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Welcome to the CnB DIY build!
This is an Illustrator editable pdf that contains all the necessary elements for etching your own PCB. Open it in Illustrator and you will see the:
Layers Palette: On the right you will find the layers palette - it contains the various layers and should be quite self-explanatory with exception of the GNC
layer (Ground Node Connection) - these are thermal relief “crosses” to make the GND connections more solderable. The rest is pretty standard - Components,
Text on Board, Vias and Pads, and then the Traces Top and Bottom. Restriction is for mounting stuff, I kept it separate so that you can leave it out when making an etch
mask. Board and Mounting is board and mounting, Work Surface is there for you to color your work surface, just drop in a big rectangle, color it, and lock the
layer by clicking into the box next to the eye. The same goes for unlocking the Board, credits and documentation layers.
Licensing Notes: As stated above, CC means Creative Commons, BY (Attribution) means you need to keep the developersʼ names in place on the board, as well as the
livingnote.com address, but you can add yours if you make any serious changes or integrate it into a design of yours. NC means non-commercial and SA means ShareAlike
– you can re-share this document and derivative works of it as long as you include these notes and the CC logo. Non-Commercial is the restriction on the CC license. You
may build what you desire for personal use, but you may not sell PCBs and/or built units to customers and/or friends. That said, you may sell built and tested units made
from boards ordered through livingnote.com in any capacity except online.
Disclaimer: All Material is provided "as is" and without any express or implied warranties including warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose. You
agree by accessing this Document that under no circumstances or any theories of liability under international or civil, common or statutory Law including but not limited to
strict liability, negligence or other tort theories or contract, patent or copyright Laws, will Author of the Document be liable for damages of any kind occurring from the use
of the Document or any information, goods or services obtained from this Document including direct, indirect, consequential, incidental, or punitive damages, to the fullest
extent permitted by Law.
Yeah - I think thatʼs about it.
Have Fun, and remember to send me pictures,

Lukas
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